
ManuMatic
Installation Manual

Designed to be used on GM electronic control transmissions 
Models 4T45E, 4T60E, 4T65E and 4T80E FWD - 4L60E, 4L65E, 4L70E and 4L80E RWD

WARNING!
Components inside are STATIC sensitive.

Before making the connections we recommend you discharge any static from your body by touching a earth grounded 
piece of metal. Use caution when touching any of the terminals, connectors or wires going to the controller. 

Choosing a good location for the controller is important. It was not designed for under hood or motor
compartment installation. It should be installed in the passenger compartment or trunk area of the
vehicle. Recommended locations are under the dash, seat or in the console. It is also good to be out
of direct sun light. If under dash installation is chosen be sure it is not in direct contact to the fire wall
that is exposed to the engine or exhaust system heat. Electronics last much longer when kept in a
cooler location. Keep in mind you have wires that go to the transmission, engine, the shifter and the
instrument cluster. The transmission and engine harness may need splicing in order to reach the
connectors. Any splicing should be done in a professional manner with the appropriate size wire all
connections soldered and wrapped properly with tape or heat shrink and then covered with tape or
wire loom. Shorts or faulty connections can cause radical behavior and may damage the controller or
transmission. Damage caused by shorts are not covered by the warranty.

 1: Connect the ground and power cable first. 
The 12V- Negative (BLACK) must have a good connection to the vehicle chassis or Negative wire 
from the factory wiring harness a minimum wire size of #16 is recommended. Without a good ground 
the controller will not function properly. 
The 12V + Positive (PINK) should be connected to the fuse block on the ignition switch side so that 
the power is switched OFF and ON with the Ignition. A 5 amp fuse is recommended for safety. 

 2: Connecting the E-TransControl Shifter or independent switch's. 
If you bought one of our shifters then it will connect directly to the shift input terminal. If you are 
building your own shifter or just want to use simple momentary switch's that is acceptable.
Make certain you connect the momentary switch's to the appropriate terminals per the included 
diagram. You will also need one of our Line Pressure control potentiometers (The knob used to adjust 
the Line Pressure at the shifter). See the diagram for wire color and switch connections. 
Small gauge wire is used for switch wires. 20ga to 24ga is sufficient and recommended. 
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3: Wiring the transmission connector. 
If you have a vehicle that came with a computer controlled transmission and you are keeping the 
same model of transmission then we suggest not cutting the entire wiring harness. You will only need 
to locate the correct wires for each solenoid and cut it so it can then be spliced to the controller 
harness. That will save you from having to reconnect the power wires and ground wires. There are 4 
major connections to be made. See the attached wiring diagram for your model of transmission. 
 
 4: Making the connection to the MAP or TPS. 
The controller has 3 wires that are used to connect a standalone MAP or TPS sensor. We recommend
the GM style used on fuel injected cars starting in the late 1980's to late 90's. The connector at the 
controller are coded to match a 1 Bar GM MAP. If a GM MAP is used it only needs to be a standard 1 
BAR. We have the correct sensors and connectors for these available on our web site.
This signal is the primary signal to regulate the Line Pressure Solenoid and is critical for 
proper transmission operation.

 5: Installing the Torque Converter disengage switch. 
This signal wire must be connected to a individual micro switch that is triggered by the brake pedal. 
Do not connect this to the factory brake light switch or any factory circuit that may have 12V+ in the 
circuit. It requires a Normally Open 2 pole switch with the other side connected to GROUND.

 6: Installing the (Optional) digital 2” display.  
The data cable plugs directly to the controller and provides the power and signal to the gauge. If the 
data cable needs extending it can be done with a standard Ethernet style cable and a 8 pin female to 
female RJ45 connector. Contact us if you need assistance with this because it will require a straight 
through cable and connector. 

 7: Testing the Controller
After all connections are made and all bare wiring connections are properly taped and/or heat shrink 
is applied then its time to test the controller. With the transmission in “PARK” turn the ignition switch 
to “ON”. You can now test the controller while in PARK by shifting UP through the gears and then back
down to FIRST. 
If all is well then try a road test. Preferably on a road with little or no traffic.

Launch Control Mode:
This feature is exclusive to the E-TransControl line of controllers and is intended for when the vehicle 
is used for drag racing. If a launch control switch is connected to the terminal and is grounded the 
mode is active. In this mode it allows the driver to brake torque the vehicle to full stall RPM without the
vehicle moving with only light braking applied.  When the switch is disengaged the transmission will 
go back to the last gear selected and launch. This will work similar to a trans-brake but without any 
internal modifications or expensive add-on hardware. The switch to engage this mode can be a DPDT
with one side operating the launch mode and the other used to engage a after market brake lock 
solenoid (sold separately).   
Caution should be used when operating this feature! It may cause over heating of the 
transmission if used to frequent. This feature is not intended for street use. 
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Notes:
This is a standalone micro-controller unit and is not designed to be used in conjunction with a factory or after 
market ECM/TCM unit to control the transmission. This controller only provides a manual sequencing of the 
solenoids which will give you a manual shifting capability. The controller can not provide an automatic mode or 
feature. 
On most GM transmissions the Positive feed is shared in the transmission for the A & B solenoids as well as 
the TCC or Torque Converter solenoid. The solenoids are then switched OFF and ON by the Negative side 
through the factory ECM/TCM to select the correct gear.
This controller functions similar to the factory TCM in controlling the solenoids. The switching is on the Negative
terminals for A, B and TCC solenoids and the Positive terminals are all common to each other except for the 
Line Pressure control valve which should be grounded on one side and the Positive is driven by a PWM (pulse 
width modulation) signal from the controller.  
This controller is pretested and set for the 60 series transmissions. You can change the selected transmission 
in the controller with the following.

60 or 80 series Jumper:
The controller comes preset to the 60 series. To change the controller to an 80 series transmission do
the following.

Remove the cover and look for the 60/80 series jumper on the control
board. Move the jumper for the desired configuration.

4L60E also works on 4L70E and 4T60 or 4T65E FWD
4L80E also works on 4T45E & 4T80E FWD

Warning and Terms of Use:
This product is intended for performance applications only. User accepts all responsibility for its use and 
application. E-Transcontrol will not be liable for any damages to your transmission, engine, drive-train or any 
damages to any property or people by use of this product. By connecting this product to your vehicle you fully 
and unconditionally agree to these terms. Use this product at your own risk. 

Returns:
All E-Transcontrol products come with a 1 year limited warranty.  
If the product is defective then it will either be repaired or replaced with the current model at no cost. 
See the warranty document on the web site for full details.

All feedback is welcome and appreciated!

Manufactured By: E-TransControl, LLC
23 Fishburn Lane,
Edgewood, NM 87015  USA

Phone 505-281-6004 email  sales@e-transcontrol.com
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RockerBox or SwitchBlade Shifter Wiring

Want to receive a Prepaid Gift Card for your photos and/or 
Videos of your installation?

Send us your best pics or a link to your video of your install showing our
products and if we use your media in our monthly installation highlight or any

marketing material you will receive a gift card from the auto parts store
(AutoZone, O'Reilly, NAPA) of your choosing.

Note that by sending us your electronic media you give E-TransControl, LLC 
full unrestricted rights to use this media. 

Send your pics or links to info@e-transcontrol.com
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Wire Color Function Connection Desc Terminal #

RED Power 5V + to Trim POT Vref side #8

BLACK Ground Switches and POT Ground side #10

WHITE LP Signal Trim POT - Output Center tap #5

GREEN DOWN Shift Down shift switch N/O side #2

BLUE UP Shift Up shift switch N/O side #3

TAN/ORG TCC Control TCC switch N/O side #1

Ground Normally Open (N/O side)
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